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Prediction Run Rules
Participants must declare a prediction time before running the race.
Personal timing devices must not be worn during the race.
Run distance will typically be a 5K. Distance may be varied and communicated to the participants before the
start.
Your actual finish time can be faster or slower than your predicted time.
If an individual's chip is not read at the start, the gun (GO) time will be used for that individual.
If an individual' chip is not read at the finish, other methods (video if available) will be used to determine the
finish time but that prediction will not qualify for the Prediction run jackpot. Make sure your chip is attached at
the proper location for best reception.
Participants who start after the main group has started must obtain their bib and declare or write a predicted
time before starting their run. Must also cross the chip reader area to get a chip-start. Late starters who are not
able to catch anybody from the main group will not be eligible for any prizes, but their run times will be recorded.
When possible, participants may be allowed to start ahead of the main group (for slower runners or walkers).
When possible, faster runners may go for a second prediction run on the same course. Same rules as those
starting late will apply. A new bib number (and fee) must be used during the second run. Check with race director
before the run.
Winners don't have to be present to claim their prize(s). They can be claimed at a future Carrollton Runners
event.
To win the jackpot, the Difference must show 0.00 or 0.01 seconds, can be fast (green) or slow(red). The net
(chip) finish time will be used. The computer rounds off the Difference to 2 decimal places. No manually entered
times are eligible. In the extremely rare case that more than one is within 0.01 sec at the same run, the more
accurate prediction wins the jackpot.
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